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Abstract: We establish a relation between the coefficients of asymptotic expansion
of the trivial connection contribution to Witten's invariant of rational homology
spheres and the invariants that T Ohtsuki extracted from Witten's invariant at prime
values of K We also rederive the properties of prime K invariants discovered hv
H Murakami and T Ohtsuki We do this by using the bounds on Taylor series
expansion of the Jones polynomial of algebraically split links, studied in our previous
paper These bounds are enough to prove that Ohtsuki's invariants are of finite
type The relation between Ohtsuki's invariants and trivial connection contribution
is verified explicitly for lens spaces and Seifert manifolds

1. Introduction

Witten's invariant of 3d manifolds defined in [1] by a path integral over the SU{2)
connections Aμ on a 3d manifold M

Z(M,k) = J[DAμ]e&SLs[Au] , ( 1 1 )

Scs = l- Tr c'n" / d3x (Aμ(\Ap + \A,AXA^\ (1 2)
Z M \ 5 J

(k G Έ, Tr is the trace taken in the fundamental representation of SU(2)) can also
be calculated combinatorially with the help of the surgery formula. Let M be a 3d
manifold constructed by (/?7 , 1) surgeries on the components Cf of an TV-component
link C in S3. A (p, 1) surgery means that the meridian of the tubular neighborhood
is glued to the parallel plus p meridians on the boundaiy of the knot complement
(in other words, a Dehn's surgery is performed on a knot with framing number p)
The invariant of M reduced to canonical 2-framing can be expressed in terms of
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298 L Rozansky

the framing independent colored Jones polynomial J.M_ ,7Λ(C,k) of the link C

Z(MJ<) / 2 \ *

WTΓW exp

iπ
(13)

(1.4)

The Jones polynomial Jα i i rJΛ(£;k) is normalized in such a way that it is multiplica-
tive for unlinked links and J(empty link,/:) = 1, Jy(unknot;/τ) = sin (^α)/sm (^)

Although N Reshetikhin and V Turaev proved [2] that Eq (1.3) indeed defines
an invariant of M (/ e the Ihs of Eq (1 3) is invariant under Kirby moves),
the topological origin of this invariant remains somewhat obscure The question is
which of the "classical" topological invariants of M are contained inside Z(M\k)Ί
Two distinct approaches to this problem have been tried The first one is to study
Z(M,k) for some particular values of K R Kirby and P. Melvin discovered [3]
that if AT is odd, then Z(M,k) is proportional to Z(M, 1)

Z(M,k)
Z{S\k)

= Z'(M,k) x
^ , if/: = -1 (mod 4)

fO, if̂ =l(mod4)
( 1 5 )

If Λ/ is an integer homology sphere (ZHS), then Z(M, 1) = Z(5 3, 1) so that

The new invariant Zf(M,k) can be calculated by the following surgery formula*

πi

g (1.6)

here

- 1 if A: = - 1 (mod 4)

+ 1 if AT = 1 (mod 4)
(1.7)

while Σ means that we add an extra factor of ̂  to the terms corresponding to the
boundary values of summation index (α7 = ±K in this case) We changed slightly
the original formula of [3] instead of taking a sum over 1 rg αy ̂  ~ ^ we sum
over odd α; between 1 and K — 1. This allows us to get rid of some phase factors
We also double the range of summation to 1 — K ^ α7 rg AT — 1 by using the fact
that Jα,, rJΛ(£,k) is an odd function of its indices (we use the 2Â  periodicity in
%j in order to extend JJu rJχ{C,k) to negative values of α7) Note that the whole
summand of Eq (16) has a periodicity of 2K
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S Garoufalidis [4] used nice properties of the gaussian sum X]α=Γ0 exp (η^-y2)
for prime values of K in order to study Witten's invariant of lens spaces and Seifert
manifolds H Murakami and T Ohtsuki [5-8] carried out a detailed study of the
invariant Z'(M k) of rational homology spheres (RHS) for prime K

Theorem 1.1 (// Murakami, [5, 6]). For a RHS M and a prime K > 2,

Z'(M,k)eZ[ql q = e^, (1.8)

7L[q\ being a cyclotomic ring

We need more notations in order to present the results of Ohtsuki's papers [7, 8]
We introduce a new variable

x=q-l. (19)

A polynomial from Έ[q] can be reexpressed as a polynomial in x with integer
coefficients It is defined modulo the polynomial

ξ V (110)
x π^0 (n+\)\

which is identically equal to zero for x = e^ - 1 All the coefficients of this poly-
nomial except the one at xκ~\ are divisible by K As a result, all the coefficients
at x'\ n g K — 2 for a polynomial of x coming from Z[q] are well defined modulo
K We will limit our attention to the powers of J up to x ~ They are all well
defined as elements of Έκ if K §: 3. Thus there is a homomorphism of rings*

* Z[q]^ Z'κ[x] ^ Zκ[χ]/χ^Zκ[x] (111)

There is another homomorphism from polynomials (of maybe infinite degree) of x
with rational coefficients whose denominators are not divisible by K to %f

κ[x]:

v Q C M J ^ Z j r M (1 12)

The action of the operation v on rational numbers was introduced in relation to
Witten's invariants at prime values of K by S Garoufalidis [4]

(1 13)

here q* is the inverse of q modulo K' qq* — 1 (modλ^) The homomoφhism v acts
on polynomials (infinite series) by removing all powers of x higher than ^~- and
converting the remaining coefficients to Έκ.

Now we can present (a slightly stronger version of) Ohtsuki's results

Theorem 1.2 (T Ohtsuki [7, 8]). For any RHS M there exists a sequence of ra-

tional numbers λπ(M) G 7L U, \, , ̂ y, ιH ^M7L\\ C Q, n ^ 0 so that for any prime

number K such that \H\(M,Έ)\ φO (mod^)

Γoc 1 v

(1.14)

here ( /K) is the Legendre symbol for p G Z, (p/K) = 1 if there exists p' G TL
such that p = (p')2 (modAT) and (p/K) = —1 otherwise
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We have slightly modified the theorem of [8]. Ohtsuki required that K > \H\(M,Z)\,
Γ 1 1 1 1 Ί

he estimated that λn(M) G Z \~, ̂ , . , ̂ ~, \HAMTL)\ C Q> n>Q and he used

TL!K{x\ — Zκ[x]/x~2-Z[x] instead of (1 11) (in other words, he did not fix the coef-

ficient at Λ"~^~) Murakami showed that

ΛO = 1, λ\ = 3 Λ C W , (1 15)

here /Cw is the Casson-Walker invariant of RHS
The second approach to the search of the topological meaning of Witten's invari-

ant Z(M,k) is based on the path integral representation (11). According to quantum
field theory, this integral can be calculated by stationaiy phase approximation when
K —» oc The invariant is presented as a sum of contributions coming from connected
components c of the moduli space of flat connections on the manifold M.

Z(M,k) = ΣZ{c)(M,k) . (1.16)
c

Each contribution has a general form

[ S " ( ^ ) ] (U7)

here Hc is the isotropy group, Λ̂ ZC1O = dim//c° — dim///, H®Λ being the cohomolo-

gies of 0,1-forms taking values in the adjoint su{2) bundle, 5^s is the Chern-Simons

action and Y^LQS\Ϊ\M) (^) / ? is an asymptotic series The coefficients S\ί(M) are
called (/? + 1 )-loop corrections They might be related to "classical" topological
invariants of M Indeed, the 1-loop correction So is related to the Reidemeister-
Ray-Singer torsion An attempt to relate the asymptotic properties of the surgery for-
mula (13) for lens spaces and Seifert manifolds to the quantum field theoiy predic-
tions of Eqs (1 16), (117) was initiated by D Freed and R Gompf [9] and earned
out further by L. Jeffrey [10], S. Garoufalidis [4] and also in the papers [11, 12].
A complete agreement between the surgery formula and 1-loop predictions was
observed

If the manifold M is a RHS, then the trivial connection is a separate point in the
moduli space of flat connections According to quantum field theory, its contribution
is of the form

(1.18)

(see eg [9] Eq (136), [10] Eq (5 1) and [11] Eq. (2.14)) A representation
of the coefficients S,,(M) in terms of (n + 1 )-loop Feynman diagrams was earned
out by S Axelrod and I Singer [13], M Kontsevich [14], C. Taubes [15] and
others We studied how the trivial connection contribution can be extracted from
the surgery formula (13). We derived a knot surgery formula [16] and a link surgery
formula [17] for it The knot formula allowed us to show that
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The link surgery formula of [17] was much less explicit than the knot formula
of [16], because it did not express Z{tι\M,k) directly in terms of derivatives of the
Jones polynomial Jyu ,αΛ (£; k) However we derived an explicit surgery formula [18]
for algebraically split links (a link is algebraically split (ASL) if all of its off-
diagonal linking numbers are equal to zero)

In this paper we are going to prove the following-

Proposition 1.1. Ohtsukϊs invariants λn(M) of Eq (1 14) and loop corrections to

the trivial connection contribution Sn{M) of Eq (118) can be expressed in terms

of each other through the following relation'

λn(M)x" = exp ; π

iπ
120)

by substituting either

or

K Z Z Π=o

In other words, we will show that

In the process of doing this we will rederive the results of [5-8] in a more explicit
way

The results of this paper are rigorously derived from the following two

propositions-

Proposition 1.2. Let C be an algebraically split link (ASL) in S3 Then its

framing-independent colored Jones polynomial has the following Taylor series ex-

pansion in powers of K

fjr

«, Σ Σ DnLn(*\, ,<*N) ~ , (124)

here Dnun(i\, , α#) are even homogeneous polynomials of degree 2m

(1 26)
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Proposition 1.3. Let M be a rational homology sphere (RHS) constructed by
(/?;, 1) surgeries on the components oj an N-component ASL C in S3 Then the
loop corrections to the trivial connection contribution (1.18) to Wittens invariant
oj M are given by the formula

expΓg(5B(Λ/)-S,,(S3))^

= exp

chΛ

/=!

(1.27)

exp
in

(2K)i

N

UP,
7 = 1

exp

The symbol / S means that the integral has to be calculated in the follow-

to be substituted and then the

calculated for each polynomial

separately (for more details see [18]

ing way first, an expansion (1 24) has
gaussian integrals over α; have to be

Ay -Γ

and [20])

Proposition 1.2 was rigorously derived in [18] (Proposition 3 1) from Resheti-
khin's formula for the colored Jones polynomial of a link. Reshetikhin's formula
was introduced and "physically derived" in [19] with the help of Chern-Simons
perturbation theory The mathematically rigorous proof can be obtained [21] by us-
ing Kontsevich's integral representation of the Taylor series expansion of the Jones
polynomial

Proposition 1 3 presented in [18] (Proposition 3 2) is a mathematical conjecture.
Its status is similar to that of Eqs (1 16), (1 17) and (1 18) However we can
proceed rigorously by declaring Eq (1 27) a definition of an infinite sequence of
RHS invariants Sn(M) without mentioning their relation to the asymptotic properties
of Witten's invariant Z(M, k)2 By using Reshetikhin's formula of [19] we can prove
that SΠ(M) as defined by Eq. (1 27) are invariant under the Kirby moves (see [20]
for details) Now Proposition 1 1 becomes a rigorous statement about the relation
between Ohtsuki's invariants λn(M) and invariants Sn(M) defined by Eq. (1 27)

In Sect 2 we modify the surgery formula (16) and prove Theorem 1 1 Our

~J~ is proportional tomain tool is the observation that the gaussian sum Σy=o
ΛA:-1 -r ^2m ς^ „„ <- K-\

α=0x 2 while the sum for m < is only proportional to x ^
This is similar to the behavior of gaussian integrals, each two extra powers of α

in the integral j _ ^ e^yry2m doc bring a power of AT to denominator. In Sect 3 we

prove Proposition 1 1 and thus also Theorem 1 2 We use again the similarities of

the formulas for J27Zo <f α 2 m a n ^ /"_^ e^yr c/2m dri These similarities are due to

2 This is similai to the appioach of N Rcshetikhin and V Tuiaev [2] who tieated Eq (1 2) as a

definition of the invariant Z(M k) lathei than as a pioperty of the path integral ( 1 1 ) derived "physically"

by E Witten in [1]
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the fact that both the sum Σ*~o

ι <f2+2/?α and the integral / + ~ e^^1^ d% can be
calculated by completing the square in the exponents In Sect. 4 we derive a rational
surgery formula for Z'(M,k) which is similar to the formula (4.1) of [10] for the
original Witten's invariant Z(M,k). We use this formula to verify Proposition 1 1
for lens spaces and Seifert manifolds which are rational homology spheres In Sect. 5
we discuss the properties of Ohtsuki's invariants λn(M) as related to the properties
of invariants SΠ(M) studied in [18]

2. Gaussian Sums and Divisibility in Cyclotomic Ring

We start by modifying the surgery formula (1 6) Since \{oή - 1) £ Z, then

N
ιπ

exp

Also since ^(α7 ± sign(/?7 )) £ Z,

= l: Σ μ^^'q^-^^') (2 2)

The Jones polynomial J7u _yΛ,(C,k) is odd and ewPi0Li is even as a function of
α7 Therefore we can drop the factor ^ and put μ7 = 1 in Eq (2 2) upon substituting
it into Eq (16)

Z\M,k) = ΛΓ-ί/^e-?(3+R)Σ/=islgn(^)^5+2OΣ;=Isign(/7/)^-4*Σ/

λ

=1/?/

x Σ X ^ = l ( 4 ^ ' 3 £ ' - r y ' ) Λ 1 , , y v ( A * : ) . (2.3)
- A' < jj S k

After completing the square

Λ*p,-<ή - 2*α7 = 4 > 7 ( α 7 - ^ ) 2 - A*p*. {moάK), (2 4)

we shift the summation variable α7 by /?* (we assume that p*j is even in order to
preserve the parity of α/ ; we can always make such choice of p* since K is odd)
Then

Z'(M,k) = ^-T/ Λ / β-τ( 3 + 'θΣ/l1sign(/;/)^(|+2*)Σ;.1sign(/;/)^-4*Σ/l1(p/ + p;)

x Σ 7 fΣ'=>Pi*>J*ι+pr.,yx+P;(C,k). (2.5)

, , G 2 Z + 1

(1 S / S V )

Next we use the identities

fe-ϊ"»"(p.) = sign (,,,.), (2 6)

^ - 4 ' ( 2 7 .
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in order to rearrange the phase factors preceding the sum in Eq. (2.5)

A, yJVl, K j ==: /Y 2 ^ 4 /=i 1 1 1 s i g n ( p iJ I g *~ ! ' '

x y^f ή4*Σ/=]p,tfj j*(C'k) (2 8)

Since the values of the Jones polynomial Jyu rJχ(£,k) belong to the cyclotomic
ring TL\q\ when all the indices αy are odd, we can apply to it a combination of
Proposition 1 2 and Lemma 2 3 of [5]

Proposition 2.1. For odd values of its indices α7, the unfrtimed colored Jones poly-
nomial of an N-component ASL C in S3 can be presented as the following sum

n>/ Σ" Σ

(2 9)

here DmjΊ(θί\, , α^) are homogeneous polynomials of degree 2m

in i m v ^ 0

mf ^ n- m , (211)

, i i i ίπN \ ^ ^ , j j j

and the polynomials M l / = 1 α 7 j 2_^m<i}1 DΠΊJ1(a\, ,%N) take integer values when

CLj are odd

The latter property of the polynomials Dm n allows us to express them in terms
of "binomial coefficient" polynomials'

I Π Ύ I v ή (riλ ΎΛΛ — v r ( ; ? ) p

here

m!

and m; are the maximum values of m, in the representation (2 10) of all the poly-

nomials Dmjl appearing in the Ih s of Eq (2 12)
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The following proposition is a reflection of the inequality (2.11) for the repre-
sentation (2 12):

Proposition 2.2. There is an upper bound on the indices of the coefficients C/;J
7/ Wλ

ofEq (2 12)

?]*-£[?]•
here ['j-] denotes the integer part of y

The proof is completely similar to that of Proposition 3 4 of [18] Suppose that

there is a coefficient C,ή\] ,m v for which (2.14) is not true, say, for πi\ If all indices

πij of C/n\\ i/;/λ are odd, then the highest degree monomial of the corresponding

polynomial

violates the inequality (2.11). Therefore it has to be canceled by monomials of other
polynomials

ς? .„,'/»; ( ^ ) p< (^y1) ( 2 1 6 )

for which

m\ ^ mn l^j^N, £ > ' , > Σ ™i (2.17)

If some nij are even, then the highest degree monomial of the polynomial (2.15)

is incompatible with the structure of the Ihs of Eq. (2.12) and it also has to be

canceled The inequalities (2 17) show that the index m\ of the polynomials (2.15)

again violates (2.14), so we need to go to higher values of Σ/=i mi f°r further can-

cellation Since Σ;=i mi = n> t m s P r o c e s s c a n n o t be completed This contradiction

proves the proposition
Now we begin to prove Theorem 1.1. Following [5], we use the relations

Σ q} = e'*il-K)y/K, (2 18)

Σ <Γ = x~u~\ u, u'x e Z[q] (2 19)
α-0

(see e g [22], chapter 6) in order to present K~^ in the following form

A - = e 4

 Λ.^_i (2 20)
rN-T-
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Substituting this

Z'(M,k) =

expression

K 1

into

=i(sigr

Σ
yΊeiί

Eq

λ(Pι)

/

'-+]

Λ)

(2

4*Σ

8) we

/ N

Πsi

find that

L Rozansky

(221)

Since ^(K — l)(sign (/?;) — 1) G Z, we conclude that to prove Theorem 11 it is
enough to show that

We will substitute the expansion (2.9) and check the property (2 22) for ev-

ery polynomial ί Π/^iα/) Σ m < ^ ^ V » ( α i ' -'αΛ') separately The remainder term

\^]yΛ{C\k) obviously satisfies Eq (2.22) Moreover, for some w G Z[q],

so that we can neglect the contribution of this term in all further calculations

To estimate the contribution of a polynomial ί Π/^iα/) Σ,m<ιn A«,/ί( î» •> %N)X'

we need the following simple lemma:

Lemma 2.1. For p,m G 7L, m ^ 0

Y^ qpy-\2m

 = Λ :maχ{o,^-m}W j w e Z[q] (2.24)

The lemma needs a proof only for m < ^y^- To prove that an element u G Έ[q]
is divisible by x11, n ^ K — 1 one may present it as an integer coefficient polynomial
of x and check that the coefficients in front of all xn\ n1 < n are divisible by K.
We substitute q — x + 1 in Eq (2.24) and express the powers of q in terms of
"binomial" polynomials

= Σ Σ Σ ' m' p2m/oj2(m+m/)x'\ (2.25)

here

Σ
' < / i -κ<gy<κ n\

2TL\

α(α - 1) (α - w + 1) = £ QW I/aw ', CΛ,W/ G Z (2.26)
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It is well known in number theory that

Σ ' α 2 w = 0 ( m o d ^ ) for 0 ^ m < K - 2 . (2.27)

Therefore the numerator of the contribution of a term -J^f- p2m a2(/w+/" \xπ will be
divisible by K for all m + m' < ^y^ ^ K — 2, that is, for all /? < ^ ^ ~ m The
denominator n\ is harmless, because since n < K, it is not divisible by K and can
not cancel the factors of K coming from the sum over α This proves the lemma.

This lemma can be easily generalized to the "binomial" polynomials (2 13)

Lemma 2.2. For p,p',m £ Z, p' £ 2Z, m ^ 0,

Σ ' qP*2Pm (α + ^ ~ ] ) = x™^0^-^]} w, we Z[q] (2.28)

The proof is similar to that of the previous lemma The choice of summation

range for i makes obvious the fact that odd powers of α in Pm ( J'+p

2 ~ J can be

ignored The numerators of the contributions of even powers of α are divisible by K.
The coefficients of Pm have a denominator ml, but we may assume that m < K — 1
(otherwise Eq (2.28) is obvious) so that the denominator does not cancel the factors
of K

Let m{n) be the maximum value of m appearing in the 1 h s of Eq (2.12) Then

for every coefficient C,ή\[ i/;?λ from the rhs of that equation

m\ + +/72,v ύ rh(n) (2 29)

Therefore we can combine Eqs (2 12) and (2 28) into the following estimate of the
contribution of polynomials Dmjl to the sum (2 22)

(2 30)

Since m(n) ̂  |/z ^ «, this estimate is enough to prove Eq (2.22) and also Theo-

rem 11 Note that the proof required only a weaker bound m ^ n for Dmn rather

than a stronger bound m ^ \n of [18] However the bound m ^ |/? is necessary to

prove that only a finite number of polynomials Dmjl contribute to the coefficients

of xn , n' g ŷ-̂  in the expansion of [Z'{M, k)]°. Indeed, since m(n) ̂  | ;t, then

/? — w(«) ^ ^n and Eq (2.30) suggests that we may limit our attention to only

those polynomials (2 15) for which

n ^ 2(K - 1) (2.31)
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3. Gaussian Sums and Integrals

We are going to derive a surgery formula for [Z\M,k)Y which would express it
in terms of the derivatives DnLll of the colored Jones polynomial As we will see,
this requires a calculation of the gaussian sum

K
(3 1)

More precisely, we need to find only [G(p,q, m)]°. We already know that G(p,q, m)
€ Έ[q\.

Proposition 3.1. The sum of Eq (3.1) is related to the gaussian integral For
p,q G Z, p,q + 0 (modA'), 0 g m ^ ^f1,

^m)]* = (pq*/K)

To prove the proposition we calculate the following sum

e 4 v^' /.pq*7-2n2ny- — e 4 χ-p*q»2 v ; nP*

—7ττ~ 2^ ° q — —Tr^q 2^ q
7E2E+] JC21+1

Since (for p* G Έ)

Σ q ^ n = Σ r^ = Σ vW*(2α+l)2

(3 2)

(3 3)

we find that

/K), (3 4)

(3 5)

We substitute q = 1 + x in q2ny and q p qn After going from Z[q] to the factor-ring
Έf

κ[x] = Έκ[x]/x~^Zκ[x] and using the "checked binomial polynomial"

= (m!)*α(α - 1) (α - /w + 1) = (ml)* (3.6)

we find that

/ w=0 /=0

/=0

(3 7)
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We limited the sum over m in the / h s of this equation to m ^ K — 1 because
for m ^ K the minimum power of xm~ι is greater than ^γ~ Note that since m ^
K — 1, then (ml)* is well defined

If we substitute the expansion

m=0
(3 8)

into Eq (3 7), then we can find all the coefficients Gm(p,q;l) by equating the
coefficients of Ihs and rhs of Eq (3 7) at equal powers of x and n These
coefficients have to be equal due to the following simple lemma

Lemma 3.1. If a degree of a polynomial P(n) e %κ[n] is l?ss than K and P(n) = 0
for all n £ ΈK, then all the coefficients oj P(n) are zero modulo K

The proof follows from the fact that the K x K Vandermonde determinant in
Έκ is non-zero

Each gaussian sum G(p,q,l) appears in the Ihs of Eq (37) with its own
power of n n21 Therefore the coefficients Gm'(p,q\ I) of Eq (3 8) can be calculated

by "dividing" the polynomial (—l)ι(p*q)ι^mLι(m\yCmjxm appearing at n21 in the

r h s of Eq (3 7) by the polynomial ]Cm=2/ C»i,2/4/xw~/ appearing in the r h s of
that equation at the same power on n The division is not quite well-defined, hence
the indeterminacy in the elements w of Eq. (3 8)

This whole calculation of dividing the polynomials can be made more explicit
if we go back to Eq (3 5) and make the following substitutions

l=--0

P<i n = e pq n og +\) = J ] ( - l )
1=0

After "checking" the logarithm

K-2

(3 9)

(3 10)

(3.11)

we see that Eq (3 7) transforms into

ι=o

= (pq*IK)

x))'

Σ(-l)ln2l(p*q)l(nY(logv(l+x))ί

1=0

Thus we find that

[G(p,q,m)]° = (-I)"1 (pq* !K)(2*y"\2m)\{m\)*{p*q)

+χti1-'"w, w e Έ[q]

logv(l+x)

(3 12)

(3 13)
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Consider now the following identity which is an integral analog of Eq (3.5)'

- v2//α 12 s ' g n

q = e

 4 V ^ q (3.14)

After substituting Eqs (3 9), (3 10) we find that

(~l)m(2m)\ (q

4mm\ log(l
(3.15)

Equation (3.2) follows from comparing Eq (3.15) to Eq. (3 13).
The formula (3 2) can be generalized to the type of summands that appear in

Eq. (2.8) after the substitutions (2 9) and (2 12).

Proposition 3.2. For pφO (modK\ 0 ^ m £Ξ K,

= (p/K) /J sign(<7)

(3.16)

To prove the proposition for m < K we substitute /^(2*(α — 1+/?*)) for

Λ Ϊ (*~X2P ) m t n e '^? ^ °f t m s e c l u a t i o n a n ^ t n e n t ake the sum for each monomial
of P^(2*(α — 1 + /?*)) separately If «z is odd then the highest power αw does not
contribute to the sum, therefore the factor χLiΊ is enough to apply Eq. (3 2). We
also used the multiplicativity of Legendre symbol and (4*IK) = 1, since 4* = (2*)2.

The case of m = K requires special care. We start with the Ih s of Eq (3.16)
We can use the symmetry of the summation range and gaussian exponent in order
to substitute

D(CV)
A:

α - 1 + /> (3 17)

instead of PK ( ' " 2 )• ̂ n e e v e n polynomial (3 17) takes integer values for odd
α and its degree is equal to K — 1 Therefore the highest divisor of denominators of
its coefficients is AT — 1 and we can apply all our previous results to the calculation
of the contribution of its monomials Equation (3 16) indicates that we need to
determine only the terms of order x°, hence we are interested only in the contribution
of the highest degree monomial

^* -K

2K(K- \)\
(3 18)
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which is determined with the help of Eq (3 13). Consider now the rhs of
Eq (3 16). Again we substitute the even polynomial

(3 19)

Some of its denominators may have K as a divisor, but according to Eq (3.16) we
are interested only in the contribution of the highest power of α

2K(K - 1)!

Λ - l

α 2 (3 20)

Comparing it to monomial (3.18) and applying Eq (3.2) to their contributions we
arrive at Eq (3 16) This ends the proof of Proposition 3 2

Next we move to the polynomials Dmjι which participate in the expansion
Eq. (2.9).

Proposition 3.3. The gaussian sums and integrals of polynomials DmjΊ are related
by the equation

(1 5= / Ss \ )

UP,/K

p*) Σ p*,

N

Y\Pi

m ^ 4 n '"•" V •' p \ ' PNJ

To prove this proposition we rearrange the representation (2 12) in the following
form*

(ft*/) Σ Dm.n(au ,aN)X"=X"~Σ>^] E C!., , , ,^ 1

V J
— 1

(3 22)

We know from Lemma 2 2 that the contribution of each polynomial x L2 J ,PW/ ί -̂ 2—

to the /// Λ1 of Eq (3 21) belongs to Έ[q] Therefore the contribution of the whole

expression (3 22) starts at χn /=1 L2 J. Hence we may assume that

K-
(3.23)
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otherwise the contribution of the polynomial

(3.24)

is annihilated by the homomorphism °.

The inequalities (2 14) and (3 23) mean that my ^ ^y^> s o w e c a n apply Propo-

sition 3 2 to every polynomial x L^J />,„ ( ̂ - ) The terms x~Ί~~ \-Ύi w of Eq (3 16)

can be neglected because

= 0 (3 25)

in view of the inequality (2.14) This proves Proposition 3 2
Now we can prove Proposition 1 1. We substitute Eq. (2 9) into Eq (2 5),

apply the homomorphism ° and retain only the relevant terms from the sum of

Eq (2 9) Since the contribution of the Ih s of Eq. (3 22) starts at χn~ /=1 LTJ and

Σ / = i [^] = m = | / 7 ' ^ is enough to retain only the terms with n ^ 2(K — 1).

' N

Πsi

^4*ΣXi(3sign(/?,)-/?,-/?;) f_̂_ , / N

Σ' ΐ^ "r [χ[{*,+pr.
(1 ^ / ̂  V )

2(AΓ—I)

Σ Σ

— / ί/α,

Π ( * / + - f ) ) 2 < Σ 1 )

( B Σ B ^ . - ( * . + ^ . , ^ + ^ ) x "

Here we used an identity

(3.26)

(3 27)

We can extend the sum over n in the r /z Λ1 of Eq (3.27) to all n ^ 0 because

= \ AΣ]=Ϊ (3 sign(Λ )-p, - p*

the contribution of Dnunx
n with « > 2(Â  - 1) starts above As a result, we
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obtain the full Jones polynomial. Now using the identities

eii{l<-])(sl-n{p)~u (p/K) = (\p\/K) ,

UP,
/='

= \H](M,Z)\,

we get the following formula

[Z'(M,k)f = (\H}(M,Z)\/K)

N

UP,

+ OO

x f d%\
— oc

313

(3 28)

(3 29)

(3 30)

31)

Combining it with Eqs. (1.27) and (1 18) and using Eq (3.29) again we eas-
ily arrive at Eq. (1.23). Note that Eq (3.29) guarantees that pj ή=0 (modK) if
|//i(Λ/,Z)|+0(modλ r) This proves Proposition 1 1.

4. A General Rational Surgery Formula

Up until this point we were working only with surgeries of the type (p, 1). This
was enough to prove the theorems of Sect 1, because H Murakami and T Ohtsuki
showed [6] that any RHS M can be constructed by (/?7 , 1) surgeries on an ASL in
S3 up to a connected sum of lens spaces Lp'Λ, that is, instead of M one might end
up with M#LpfΛ# #Lp' \. However from the technical point of view it would be
better to have a formula for the invariant Z'(M,k) of a manifold constructed by
general rational surgeries (p/,q/) on the components of an TV-component link C in

s\
The formula for Witten's invariant Z(M,k) was derived by L Jeffrey [10]

Z(M,k) = Z(S\k)exp
π K

Λ

-
K

2{
1
ί N

C k"

Φ(ί

N

3 s i g n ( L ) ) _

1 (4.1)
1^3ί], ,αΛ ^K-\

here L is the linking matrix of £, γ- being the self-linking numbers The matrices

Pl'q'] = (Pl '< ) eSL(2,Z) (4 2)
q, sj
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describe the surgeries (a meridian on the tubular neighborhood is glued to
Pj-(meridian) + ^(parallel) of the link complement),

•IΓ1-
s(p,q) being the Dedekind sum, and

- \2s(p,q), (4 3)

U {puι)
yβ ^ΪK\q~\

x exp
ιπ

2Kqy
- 2y\2Kn + μβ) + s(2Kn + μβf) (4 4)

(see [10], Propositions 2 7 and 28)
Let us introduce some notations A rational (pj^q,) surgery on Cj can be pre-

sented as a combination of (m/\ 1), 1 ^ t ^ / surgeries on a chain of unknots
simply linked to C, (see eg [9, 10] and references therein) such that

here

S =
1 0

T =

(4 5)

(4 6)

We denote this chain (including C, itself) as C} and all the chains of C as C. For

1 ^ t S tin we set

U(όW)) = T»ϊ)s Tm\nS, (4 7)

so that p\ln = pj, q-[n = q, From now on we assume for simplicity that none of

the numbers qt is divisible by K Then we are going to prove the following-

Proposition 4.1. Let M be a manifold constructed by (p},qj) surgeries on an N-
conψonent link C in S3 Then

Z'(M,k) •=

xq

Π ^ i s i g n ( ^ ) , , s i g n ( L ) f π i A ^ s i g n α )

7=1
\ Σ

(4 8)

(4.2))
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We could use the general surgery formula (4 8) instead of the (/?7 , 1) surgery
formula (16) throughout Sects 2 and 3 in order to produce a somewhat more
flexible proof of Theorems 1 1 , 1 2 and Proposition 1 1

We begin the proof of Proposition 4 1 by recalling the Kirby-Melvin formula
([3], Corollary 8 9) which expresses Z\M,k) in terms of data associated to C.

Z\MJi) = g'!άF2[Σ:XiΦ(ί''(//<r'))-3sign(z.

Y[U(

Λy
qι)

9 (4 9)

here (we drop the index j in Eq (4.5))

U y o = 1 S 1 o ^ ^ > , ( 4 1 0 )
' V / yβ

fy.β = e~ι^φy2δyjU Sy_β = —^sin (~^β) , (4 11)

and L is the linking matrix of the "expanded" link t

The following lemma presents an explicit expression for Uyβ , which is similar
to that of Eq. (4 4)

Lemma 4.1.

= ( | ? | / J f ) ^

χ^(5-4*)Σ;"=1/w,+(2*-i)ΣU,sign(f) .4*q*(py2 + sβ2) [_ ^ μ ^ f ^ l \

(4.12)

To prove the lemma we slightly change Eq ( 4 1 1 )

Σ μ f 2 " ^ , (4 13)
μ=±\

the choice of sign in q^2 "^ i i s arbitral^
We prove Eq (4 12) by induction on I If t= 1, that is, if U{p-^ = TmS, then

the check is trivial if we recall that Φ(TmS) = m. It is also easy to check Eq (4 12)
for U{p+m^q) = TmU^q) It remains to check Eq. (4 12) for U{^q'p) = SU{^cl)

We have to calculate the sum

&,?P)= Σ' S^!^ (4 14)
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The following gaussian sum is at the center of this calculation

y^f y^ .. ,, j4*i/*/;;2-2*;(^/*/'i/^-f/'2a)f4*i/*s/i2

' 4*CΓp(;-P*μ\β-P*wι*Ϋ- 4*"<Cp*(μiβ+gμiy-Ϋ :+4*q*sβ 2

l

) (pq*IK) f "'(-"'/+'li2) Σ, μq~2'p"μxβ, (4.15)

here we used the following relations'

Σ,' fPCf;l =e ^-])s/K(pq*/K) , (4 16)

,e2Z{l

s - p* = p*qr , (4 17)

the latter relation follows from ps - qr = 1 To complete the verification of Eq (4 12)
we recall the following identities.

φ(SUip'q)) = Φ(t/ ( / λ ί / ) )-3s ign ( - ) , (4 18)

= β / f s i g n vί) sign(/?), (4.19)

VK) = eΓ^k-])sιgn(") (\p\/K) (4 20)

This ends the proof of the lemma.
To finish the proof of Proposition 4.1 we rearrange some phase factors of

Eqs (4 9) and (4.12). We substitute a relation

t(ι)-\ (
sign (Z) = sign (Z,) + Σ Σ sign % (4 21)

,=\ t=\ \<lt )

into the factor e~ι!ihhλ£n\L) of Eq (4 9) Then we calculate the combination of phases
coming from that factor and from Eq (4 12) (we drop the index /)*

We used here Eq (2 7) and the formula

- 3 E sign f - ) (4.23)
/=1 V^

(see [10] and references therein)
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A combination of Eqs (4 9), (4 12), (4.21) and (4.22) leads to Eq. (4 8). This
concludes the proof of Proposition 4 1.

As an application of Proposition 4.1 let us calculate the invariant of a lens
space Lp^q Its Witten's invariant was calculated originally by E. Jeffrey in [10]
(Theorems 3.4 and 3 7)

This manifold is constructed by a U^~p^ surgery on an unknot in S3. Since

sin(fα)
Λ(unknot, *) = , \κ

π' , (4 24)
s in(f)

we can say that Lpq is constructed by a chain surgery l/(~q'~p) = SU{~~lhq) applied

to an empty knot, times a factor . Λ χ Then we can read the result directly from
r J sin( j ) J

Eq. (4.8) by setting there N = \, sign(L) = 0, α = 1 and

U^-^=[zq

p ) (4 25)

instead of U(p'q^

Z'(LM) = {\p\IK)s\gn{p) f(p'Ui-')-φ(u'-"-'"))^2' "
q -

p) q^{q'P) ( - \ ) P * + i q \ qJ , (4 26)
q2 -q 2

here sv(q,p) is the "checked" Dedekind sum, that is, its denominator is inverted
2* -

modulo K as in Eq (1.13) We used the relation q = —q2 in order to derive the
last expression in this equation. Although it might look simpler than the previous
one, it obscures the fact that Z'(Lp,q) G Έ[q] Also note that the expression q~ by
itself is ambiguous since p* is defined only modulo K

Comparing the second expression in the r h s of Eq (4.26) with the formula
for the trivial connection contribution to Witten's invariant of the lens space

\p\ ^ -q

(4 27)

derived in [10] (take the term n = p in the formula of the Theorem 3 4 of [10]),
we can easily check the relation (1 20).

The formula (4 8) also allows us to check Proposition 1.1 for Seifert manifolds
which are rational homology spheres Consider an (TV + 1 )-component link C in S3

consisting of vV unknots C}, 1 ^ j ^ N simply linked to a single unknot £ 0 A

Seifert manifold X (—, , — J is constructed by performing (p,,qj) surgeries on

the components Cf and a (0, 1) surgery on CQ (see, eg [9]) The Jones polynomial
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of C is known [ 1 ] to be equal to

sm
N-\(n

(4 28)

here β is the color of Co and α7 are the colors of £ 7 The signature of £ is equal
to

,'H\ N (q-
sign (L) = - sign ( — J + Σ s i g n —

- ' / /=i \Pj

Here we introduced notations

(4 29)

(4 30)

so that

LJ I V I P] P»
H\\X \ — , . , —

q\ qn

(4.31)

Proposition 4 1 provides the following expression for the invariant of the Seifert

manifold ^

Z'(X,k) =
2VK

here

(4.32)

ZtiL<conKK) -

ZfΛJL— M . n , K ) —
/ ; I I' 11 J

sin 77

sm(f/i) /=i

sin (f
sin(f)

(4 33)

(4 34)

(4.35)

In these formulas Zβ(L-Pnq/,k) is an invariant of the /i-colored link CQ inside the

lens space L-Phqι constructed by the (pj9 q}) surgeiy on the unknot £ 7 Zβ(L^con\k)

is the invariant of the ^-colored knot CQ inside the connected sum of lens spaces

(4 36)
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The calculation of invariants Zβ(L-Pr(I/,k) runs similar to that of Z'(Lp^q,k) in

Eq (4 26) The only difference is that by taking a sum over α7 we go from Uy | '

r than to ϋ\~χ

q'*Pl) As a result,

^L_Pι^k) = (\p,\/K) sign (Pl)fϊ*>-^>^

/ ~ ! (4 37)

to U{^qnPl) rather than to ϋ\~χ

q'*Pl) As a result,

/2 !2q -q
and

~2*p*β ~arp'h
v — 2* - 2 * Z-/ "ί , v _ 9 * o , 1 * / ) . , , ~

q - q -κψ^κ (q z 'j - qz /j)N~2

(4.38)

The preexponential factor of Eq (4.38) can be put in the form

J(β)(q-rβ-qrβ), (4 39)

where

•/(/?) = ,. ,. ,.« , . / (4-40)
(q-2 -q2 )(.q-2li~q2l>)N~X

It is easy to check that the function J(β) belongs to Έ\q\ and satisfies the properties
of the Jones polynomial described in Proposition 1.2. Therefore the full machinery of
Sect 3 could be applied to the sum of Eq (4 38) in order to convert it to the integral
and ultimately prove Proposition 1.1 for Seifert manifolds However there is an easier
way. The numbers /?*, 1 ^ j g TV determine a set of positive integer numbers
Λ(p*, ,PM) e N and multiplicity factors C,7(/?*, , p^) G Z, n G Λ(p*,...,pχ)
such that

y - f . - , . g , C ^ : PίM
W — <] ) neΛ{p^ ,ps)

Now we can apply Eq (3.5) to the calculation of the sum

1 ,T\N Λq-rp'fi-qrp'β)

«e/i

v4*/'//*(/7+l)2 _ v4

2 2
neλ q - q

Ί ~2*PH*n _ ή-2*PH*n
) Σ Cnf

PH*{jr+X)- _2.
 H

 2» (4 4 2 )
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Combining Eqs (4 38) and (4.42) we find the formula

Z'(X,k) = (\H\/K)sign(H)q4'p"H-3 ' 4*sis"

Σ Cnt

which demonstrates that Z'(X\k) e TL\q\.
Now we come back to Eqs (4.41), (4 42) and use the fact that for

(4 43)

(4.44)

^T'-rβ" = e~ri^<PH^ sj2K\PH*\fPH'"\
so that

/f sign(P//*)

(4.45)

βπ . (4.46)

This equation allows us to convert the sum over β in Eq (4 42) into an integral
Then by using Eq. (4.41) backwards we arrive at Eq. (4.38) with the integral instead
of a sum

Z'(X,k) = (\H\lK)ύgn(H)qA
(4-47)

q2q2
(4 48)

The integral over β is well defined in view of Eq (4.43) (actually, one might

add a regularizing factor limε_,o^~β^) It c a n als° be calculated by expanding the
preexponential factor in powers of x = q — 1 and integrating their coefficients, which

are polynomials in /?, with the gaussian exponential q~ *PH* This procedure leads
to the following relation:

/f sign(^)

q~2 - q ~2 2 V 2 K
J dβq

_JL JL

— o o
[β=0] q2

\ SJgn(^) a.πsi&i^

• / π \ K — oo

(4 49)
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Since

L J L J

and according to [11, 12, 16] (see, e g Eq (4 9) of [16])

'\P\

we conclude that Eq (1 23) holds for Seifert manifolds which are rational homology
spheres

Ohtsuki's invariants of a particular class of 3-ίibered Seifert manifolds con-
structed by an integer surgery on a (2,n) torus knot were studied recently by
R Lawrence [25] She came to a conclusion that these invariants were integer
if a manifold was a homology sphere and that Ohtsuki series (/ e the / h s of
Eq (1.20)) converged AΓ-adicly to the total invariant Zf(M,k) This reinforcement
of Ohtsuki's results demonstrates a very interesting interplay between the differen-
tial geometry (see the calculations of [13] which should presumably produce the
invariants Sn(M)) and number theory

5. Discussion

We have already mentioned in the Introduction that if we view Eq. (1 27) as a
definition of an infinite sequence of invariants SΠ(M) of a RHS, then Proposition 1.1
becomes a mathematically rigorous (modulo the proof of Reshetikhin's formula that
we will provide in [21]) statement about a relation between Sn(M) and Ohtsuki's
invariants λn(M) This relation combined with Theorem 1 2 can be expressed by
one formula

\ II , ( 5 1 )

which we have proved in Sect. 3
If we conjecture that the invariants Sn(M) are related to the trivial connection

contribution to the total Witten's invariant Z(M,k) by Eq. (1 18) then we face a
much more interesting equation (123) . The Ihs there comes from the number-
theoretic manipulations with Z'(M9k), while the rhs should be calculable by the
differential-geometric methods of [13]

In our previous paper [18] we studied the properties of Sn(M) as they follow
from Eq (1 27), Proposition 1.2 and some other properties of Reshetikhin's for-
mula [19] Now we use Eq (1 20) in order to extend them to λn(M)
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Proposition 5.1. The invariants λn(M) are finite type invariants oj RHS as defined
in [23] and [24] An invariant λn(M) is of Ohtsuki order 3/7, Ohtsuki ([18]) order
2/7 and at most of Garoufalidis order n Also

2Au n\ (2n)\ (9n)\ \Hι(M,Z)\nλn(M) eZ, (5 2)

(5 3)

To see that λn(M) is of exactly Ohtsuki order 3/7 one has to find an /7-component
link C such that the alternating sum

Σ (-lfC''Mc<S3)) (5 4)
C'CC

is non-zero (here χ/:(S3) denotes a manifold (RHS) constructed by (1,1) surgeries
on the components of a link £ in S3) Recall that according to Eq. (1.20),

λ,,(M)= Σ, C . ,,,,S'Γ(M) S;:»(M) (5 5)
^0

for some numbers Cmu JUn Consider the w-loop diagram consisting of (/? - 1) small
loops sitting on one big loop, and the corresponding [23] link C This diagram has
no subdiagrams with only trivalent vertices. Then according to [18], for any Sn'(M),
n' < n the alternating sums are equal to zero

Σ ( - l ) # £ / / ^ ( Z £ " ( M ) ) = 0, (5 6)
C"(ZC

if £ C L and #£' ^ n'. Therefore an invariant Sn/(M) is of Ohtsuki order less
than n' with respect to C and its subdiagrams (of course, there exist other links for
which the I h s of Eq (5 6) is non-zero if #£' = n'). As a result, only the term
Q), Λo,\Sn(M) in Eq (5 5) matters for the calculation of the alternating sum (5 4)
Since, according to [18], the sum

Σ (-lfC'sn(χc>(S3)) (5 7)
£'C£

is non-zero, we conclude that the sum (5 4) is also non-zero Hence λn(M) is of
exactly Ohtsuki order 3/7

Finally, let us comment on the relation (1 23) between the invariant Z'(M\k) at
prime values of AT and the trivial connection contribution to Witten's invariant This
relation is not an obvious result in the sense that the contributions of non-trivial
connections to Z'(M,k) do not seem to cancel at prime K (one might expect that
there is some cancellation leaving only the contribution of the trivial connection)
This can be seen at the example of a lens space Lp,q for which

~\γ'^ S"l (f f^ , (5 8)
S l n VAΓJ

Z(S\k)
y)
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Although these two expressions have many common features, which ultimately lead
to the relation (1 23), still their numerical values are quite different The p and K de-
pendence of Zf(Lpq) is somewhat typical of contributions of U{ 1 )-reducible connec-
tions Besides, the Dedekind sum s(q, p) is generally a fraction, so sy(q, p)ή=s(q, p)

We established the relation (1 23) by comparing directly the surgery formulas
It would be much better to have a conceptual explanation for this phenomenon
One might speculate that it would come from number theory and perhaps p-aάic
quantum field theories
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